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Mishaps, commitment and the ITB 

The success story of a students’ project 

The sight of empty press kits on the opening day of the ITB immediately quickened 
the pulse of every single person responsible for their content. Only by keeping 
calm and exercising some ingenuity, could this problem be effectively solved. One 
phone call, a couple of car rides and two hours of focused engagement were 
enough to fill the press kits with content, in time. 

This is just one of several examples that illustrates how an ITB project evolves and 
what kind of unexpected situations arise for the students representing the Berlin 
School of Economics and Law / Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht Berlin (HWR 
Berlin), in their capacity as Tourism Management undergraduates.  

Since 1998, the students of the fifth and sixth semesters of the Department of 
Cooperative Studies “BWL/Tourismus” (BA, Economics and Tourism 
Management) have represented their university at the world’s biggest annual 
tourism fair. With the help of experienced lecturers, year after year, the students 
dedicate themselves to the task of setting up their own booth on site. To this end, 
between thirty and sixty students form smaller teams in order to utilize their skills, 
time and effort most effectively. One team is in charge of leading and coordinating 
the entire project as well as controlling all financial concerns. Another team takes 
responsibility for creating the booth, one deals with all marketing requests and one 
does all the press-related work. As a result of the growing trend in digitalization, a 
new team that covers social media work is formed as well. 

Meanwhile, over the last six years, the student group has been going by its own 
name, as “Studierte Weltenbummler”, taken to mean something like “educated 
globetrotters”, and has become an established part of the ITB scene. The 
exhibition designer Ralf Wudtke even created a specific logo for them, which can 
be seen on the characteristic red banners. Moreover, he supports the team by 
overseeing the booth. Furthermore, Prof. Dr. Dr. Jörg Soller (Head of Tourism 
Management at the BSEL/HWR Berlin), travel journalist Horst Schwartz and 
former student Max Hübner, all advise the teams on everything concerning their 
project. 

Of course, a project organized and financed mainly by students does not always 
work smoothly. Differences of opinion and disagreements with the lecturers and 
other parties involved do sometimes arise and need to be adressed constructively. 
Thus, although the students of the cohort 2017 were advised against their idea of 
having a bear named “Benni” as a mascot, they still held to their concept. Their 
tenacity was ultimately rewarded because Benni actually thrilled the ITB visitors. 
Similarly, the small sachets that were ordered especially for business cards and 
goodies became a challenge. The students were astonished to find that the 
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sachets were smaller than they thought and the business cards did not fit in. 
However, with a few creative tweaks, they could be used as if nothing different had 
ever been planned. 

“Everyone makes mistakes, but we don’t let that discourage us”, states Franziska 
Gütter, member of the press team for the ITB 2019. Thanks to a good measure of 
collective commitment as well as individual tenacity, creativity and assertiveness, 
up to now, every mishap has been turned into something good. 

Franziska Gütter 
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